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Every successful planning and reporting 
system begins with clean data.

DataWORQ
Putting Data to Work

Whether you are trying to understand the past, measure performance in the present, or 
forecast the future, data is the key. It is the fuel that powers your predictive and prescriptive 
models. Data integrity is needed for validation to build trust because no machine model can 
ever survive a lack of trust. 

DataWORQ is a special–purpose ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) and predictive modeling 
solution. It is designed for business users to maximize the ability to maintain and manage 
planning system data flows, transformations, and validations. DataWORQ includes a 
predictive modeling engine, along with an optimization engine designed specifically for 
a range of common FP&A (Financial Planning & Analysis) use cases. This rich feature set 
ideally positions DataWORQ as an enabler of efficient processes in areas such as modeling, 
orchestration, and scheduling.

Put your data to work
As a starting point, one of the key strengths 
of DataWORQ is the ability to accept data 
from many different platforms. The first 
data source for any planning and reporting 
system is usually the ERP (Enterprise 
Resource Planning) system, but this is often 
supplemented by other data sets ranging 
from spreadsheet files to data warehouses, 
external data, and other operational software 
applications.



 
DataWORQ is not a database, but a solution that streamlines 

data from multiple systems in simplified ways, rapidly 
enabling that data to drive other applications.
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Harness the power of predictive
Automate your management reporting and quickly initialize your budget. Get time back in 
your day to spend on analysis and core business decisions. Leverage predictive algorithms 
and machine learning and uncover relationships between products and services. 
Produce automated forecasts that leverage industry leading algorithms such as Prophet 
by Facebook and neural networks. With DataWORQ you can have different algorithms 
compete on forecast accuracy and automatically determine which algorithm performs 
best for different lines of business. Forecasting requires no code necessary and turns your 
Data Science effort into simple configuration.    

Keep your business up and running
• Automated alerting gets you in front of issues as they arise. Alerting is available to 

communicate the business is proceeding as normal, giving you the confidence to 
focus elsewhere.

• Rich feedback and monitoring direct you to the specific part of the process requiring 
attention. 

• Detailed logging helps you identify the specifics around what happened. 

Let’s put your data to work today! Contact us for more info.
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